Easy-Sew Pacifier Clip

Here is a super easy project that is fun to do and great for a simple but practical (and inexpensive) baby gift! I like to make several at a time to have on hand for baby showers that come along- they can be hung on the outside of a package with a pacifier or a cute baby toy attached!

**Supplies:**
- Covered Elastic used for hair or Thin Ribbon
- Scrap Fabric cut to 3” x 10” or Grosgrain Ribbon that is 20” in length
- Metal Grabbing Clip
- package might come with 2- see both pictures
- Matching Thread

**Instructions:**
1. Fold fabric (or ribbon) edges along the short sides and iron. If using Grosgrain ribbon, skip to step 4.
2. Fold fabric in half widthwise so it measures 1 ½” x 10” and iron.

3. Open up the fabric and fold both edges toward the center crease and iron.

4. Cut off part of the elastic as shown below. *Thin ribbon can be used instead.*
5. Fold fabric along the original center crease. *If using Grosgrain ribbon, fold in half so that it measures 10” in length.* Place about 1” of the elastic ends (or thin ribbon) between the fabric fold on one end and pin in place. Stitch back and forth in two places as shown to secure the elastic ends.

6. Edge stitch around all 4 sides of the strap. *If using Grosgrain ribbon, make sure that the ribbon edges are lined up as you stitch.*

7. If clips are packaged like mine were, cut the clip out of the elastic as shown.
8. Fold strap over clip so that back side of clip is to the back of the strap and pin. Stitch a square as shown to secure clip.
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9. To use the binky clip, loop the elastic or thin ribbon through a hole in the binky and over the strap. Tighten. Clip other end to baby’s clothing never to be lost again (okay- so that is wishful thinking 😊).